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A MODEL FOR GRAPlDCS INTERFACE TOOL DEVELOPMENT
Kenneth I. Joy
Signal and Image Processing Laboratory, Division of Computer Science
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of California, Davis

Ab.tract
A Problem Solving Environment (PSE) is an
integrated system that supports the solution of a given
problem, or a set of related problems. Paramount in the
development of such environments is the design,
specification and integration of user interface tools that
communicate between the system and the user. Typically
these interactions are object oriented and involve the
interaction with tool parameters, which in many
applications (CAD/CAM,
Imaging Systems, Image
Processing), are represented by graphical data. This paper
describes a user-interface tool development system in
which both textual and graphical display, and interaction
techniques are integrated under a single model. This allows
the user to interact with tool parameters in either
graphical or textual modes, and to have the parameters
displayed in the manner most relevant to the problem set .
Examples are given of the systems use in two different
problem sets.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.2 (Software)
Tools and Techniques - User Interfaces; 1.3.4 (Computer
Graphics) Graphics Utilities - Software Support ; 1.3.6
(Computer Graphics) Methodology and Techniques _
Interaction Techniques
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1. Introduction

A Problem Solving Environment (PSE) [Blinn, 1982;
Crow , 1982; Osterweil , 1983; NASA, 1984; DAISY, 19841
con figures and manages a set of tools, under a common
manager, to support the solution of a given problem. In
many scien tific / engineering areas, high-level compu ter
so ftware has been developed that allow the user to employ
the terminology of the problem area and remove the need
to become involved in the design , implementation and
maintenance of low level programming code. In these
systems, the interface need be con figured not toward the
design , specification or maintenance of programming tasks ,
but toward the specification and mod ification o f
parameters for too ls to be executed, and the management
of the execution of the tool. We focus , in this paper, upo n

a model that allows the integration of a wide variety of
user interface tools into a PSE. These tools are used to
manipulate the parameters of the application tools of the
system.
Interfaces have typically been centered about the
command line interpreter [Blinn, 1982; Crow, 1982; DAISY,
1984; NASA, 1984; Osterweil , 19831, or a menu based
system [Buxton, 19831 . Some systems have a tutor mode
[NASA, 19841 or forms mode [Tsichritzis, 19821, which are
based on a limited full screen display. However, display
tools in these environments are generally part of the
environment tool set and not integrated within the
interface manager.
In addition, many of the tools used in scientific and
engineering disciplines is based on visual representation of
the data. We have found that these representations do not
fit well under the command line interpreter, or the menu
driven models. In each of these, the display/ interaction
tools become part of the environment tool set and the user
must explicitly invoke tools that display data graphically.
In this paper, we present a user interface model
designed to separate the interface tools from the
application tool set. These interface tools are integrated
into an interface system (see Figure 1), which operates as a
companion to a PSE 's tool manager. The interface
environment now takes over much more of what is
currently done in the application tool set : it takes
responsibility for the user .dialogue, which includes full
display and interaction with all data items, and the data
management for the application tools. Communication
between t he managers is done at a high-level [Ma mrak ,
1982; Liskov, 19771 which allows the user-interface system
to work in a more object oriented form .
To achieve integration of different display me thods,
we base our system about a single abstraction, the panel,
which will be our generalized display me chanis m.
Typically a tool's parameter list is given th rough a
"parameter definition file" (Figure 2 gives an examp le or a
DAISY paramete r definition fil e), a nd t. he t he dat a,
handled by the interface is generally a set o r para meters
heing passed to a tool. A panel template is use d to spec iry
the media in which the data is to be displayed and to giv e
the" dis pl ay fo rmat."
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The use of a general model. also allows the
specifications of panels that not only interact with
parameter lists, but can be used to define and interact with
high level data types. This allows the user interactions to
proceed at a higher level -- dealing with graphical
representations of curves, rather than arrays of
coordinates.
In this paper, we focus on the user-interface tools and
the panel model. The specifics of the interface system can
be found elsewhere [Joy. 1984b; Fisher, 1984] .

2. The Model
• A pand is a display of an instance of a data type.
corresponding to a given pand template.
Figure 1: General System Description

2.1. The Panel Template
A panel template consists of
• a set of descriptors X 0, XI • ..., X n • corresponding
to the data items in a given type definition,

procedure GEOTRN
(
INFILE :

DAISY_FILE
{Ground Control Point Data}
OUT FILE :
DAISY]ILE;
{Output Ground Control
Point Data}
TRANSFILE :
FILE ;
{Transformation Coefficient
Data}
TRANS :
( bilinear, quadratic) ;
{Transformation Type}
ACC :
( standard, extended) ;
{Accuracy}
THRESH :
REAL
{Error Threshold}

);
{Generate Geometric Transformation Coefficients}

Figure 2 : A Sample Parameter Definition File

The user interface system manages panels. It takes as
input a panel template (which specified the format of the
data display. and the style of interaction with the data). a
pa.rameter definition file and an instance of the data
defined by the parameter definition file . It generates the
display. which depends on the information in the template .
and allows the user to move about and to modify data in
the panel. The tool then takes the modified da ta (if any)
and produces a data set that can be passed to an
application tool.

• For each descriptor Xi . a display procedure di

•

• For each descriptor Xi . a (possibly empty) set of
user interactions q 1, •• . , q", • and
• for each user interaction specified. a (possibly
empty) sequence of tools t 1. •• . • 11 that are be
executed when the interaction is invoked .
The panel descriptor X 0 contains informat ion
specific to the panel as a whole . This descrip tor
contains the format of the panel. banner information .
help information . the positioning of the underlying
subdisplays, and history information . If no und erlying
description is present . the panel layout will defau It t o
the textual layout illustrated in Figure 3. Displ ay
procedures that correspond to this descriptor have a
global affect on the entire panel. Interactions th at
correspond to this descriptor generally affect the en tire
panel or concurrent panels representing the same
information . Tools associated with this descriptor also
act on the entire panel. Figure 7 illustrat.es a
parameter list for a CAD Sw ~ e p operation .• of wh ic h
the spine (defined by a B-spline curve) is represented in
graphical form.
The descriptors XI • .... X n • each corres po nd t o a
single data item from the data set. The inform atio n
included in the descriptor includ es promp t inform a t io n.
help information and local item histories. In te ractio ns
with these descriptors gen erally affect only th e
individual data items .
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The display procedures , dj, specify how each of
the data items are to be displayed to the user. The
system has a set of standard items, each of which it
"knows" how to display (Integers , Reals, Simple
Arrays, Scalar Types, Strings), in which case the dj
will be selected automatically by the system. The
model also allows the development and insertion of
display procedures for special handling of higher-level
data (e.g. coordinate data B-spline curves, surfaces ,
spheres, etc.). These procedures can be enacted either
automatically, or by "selection." All display methods
can be overridden, and the default textual data shown.
The tools t are associated with user interactions
on a panel. Each user interaction results in a
"standard" operation . For example, the standard
operation associated with the modification of a da.ta
value on a panel is to modify the data value in the
data set (if certain syntax checks are satisfied). If a
sequence of tools {tj} is associated with a user
interaction qj then the tools are invoked sequentially
after the standard operation has been executed.

Swept .volume
Spin. Curve
Bast Curve
Contraction Curvl

spl tnll .b I
base_spllne.b

I non I I

Basl Calor (HlS)

60.0 0.5 1.0 I

Diffuse Constants

0.25 0.25 0.25

Local SpIcular Constant
Glossi nlss (Phong)

0.2 0.2 0.2 I

I 30 I

q

If no tools are specified for interaction qj, the
corresponding operation will procee~ ID a standard
manner.
Figure 4 shows a port ion of a panel template
definition file used to specify shading constants for a
Phong [Phong, 19751 shading model. The interaction
" modify" is specified for pach data item. Upon
modification of the d at :l "..,,:ll" , ~:'e specified routines
will be exeruted .
2.2. The User Interactions
The user interactions apply both globally and
locally to a panel. For each interaction, there is a
standard operation and a (possibly empty) set of tools.

Figure 3: Default Panel Layout

/*
Panel Description for the PHONG shading model

*/
base_color : {
prompt
: Base Color ;
type
: 3_tuple ;
default
: 0.5 0.5 0.5 ;
modify
: rgb ;
};
diffuse_constant : {
prompt
: Diffuse Constants ;
type
: 3_tuple ;
default
: 0.4 0.4 0.4 ;
modify
: rgb ; .

};

Global Interactions
• Movement about the panel
These interactions are used to move the
"center of attention" throughout the pane l. These
operations are determined by the interact ion device
(e.g. mouse, light pen , or keyboard input) and
capabilities of the display. These operations
include commands to page through a multi-page
panel , to scroll through a single-page panel, or to
track a cursor through a graphical display .
• Abort , Undo, History
The Abort command is used to exit from the
panel in a abno rmal mode ,. UN DO is used to
restore the previous version of the data set into the
panel display , His tory is used to review previous
panels, or select a previou s version of a data se t for
inse rtion into the panel display, and Help is use d to
output help information at the " panel" level.

local_specular : {
prompt
: Local Specular Constant;
type
: real;
default
: 0.05 ;
modify

};
glossiness_constant :
prompt
: Glossiness Constant;
type
: real ;
default
: 40.0 ;
modify
: positive ;

}
};
Figure" : A Portion of a Panel T emp late Definition Fil e
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• Global Modification

2.3. The Interface Tools

Th is interaction is takes place whenever any
modification takes place on a single data item.
The system communicates all changes on one
panel, to any other concurrent panels representing
the same data. In the Ray Tracing Tool (Figure
6b), the a special display procedure that uses a
quick sphere drawing algorithm on an associated
frame buffer, executes whenever changes are made
to the Sphere panel. In the CAD example (Figure
7), A procedure that redisplays the control points ,
knot vector and B-spline curve executes whenever
chanl!;es are made to the B-spline data.

Local Interactions
• Selection
This interaction allows the user to "select" a
single item on the screen. This interaction allows
the insertion of tools that use alternate display
methods (e.g. graphical) for certain data items,
special tools for browsing through data sets t hat
are too large to display , or tools that allow the user
to select items from a menu . Typically, the
selection operation keys special display procedures ,
for selected data sets. Figure 3 gives the default
panel produced by a CAD sweep display tool. The
data for the spine is contained in a file. By
"selecting" this data item, a procedure that reads
in, and expands the data in a graphical form
(Figure 7) is executed. This allows the display of,
and interaction with , hierarchically defin ed data
sets.
• En try and Modification of data values.
Th is interaction is used to modify and enter
data values through the panel. The standard
operation associated with this interaction is the
modification of the displayed data to reflect the full
change (some abbreviations can be input, but
appear on the display in their full form, o nc e they
are va lid ate d), and the modification of the data in
t he
corresponding data set.
The system
automatically does syntax checking for " known "
types (in teger, real , etc.) and defau Its to the
attached tools for syntax checking for user-d efi ned
types.
Modification of graphical panels is
accomplished by picking detectable portions o f the
displ ay, or dragging data items on t he display .
• UNDO, History, Help
These interactions corrections correspond to
the Global Undo, History and Help, how eve r , they
act on individual data items, rather th a n o n the
entire dis play .

Tools are attached to user interactions in the
system. Generally, the tools support the entry of
specific data types, the examination of data, and
execution of special side effects (e.g. display of
graphical images on a frame buffer). The current
system includes the following tools.
• Array display mechanisms for arrays of any type .
Special browser/ modification tools for twodimensional arrays have also been implemented .
• domain checking of parameter modifications
•

display
procedures
for
graph ical
Special
representation of data, either through line
drawings, or with special rendering routines using a
high-resolution frame buffer.

•

Communication between
representing the same data.

concurrent

panels

3. Examples
This panel model has been integrated into the
DAISY system [DAISY, 1984, Fisher, 1984 , Joy, 198430),
a software executive used for Image Processing
Applications . This system is used primarily for the
d isplay and manipulation of a variety of images. It has
on~ one expanded data type -- the image file.
The GEOTRN panel (Figure 5) is developed from
the Geometric transformation tools of the DAISY
syS! em. The first three data types are all files (twodimensional arrays of reals). The Transformation type
i~ a scalar type, as is the Accuracy. Error Threshhold
is a real. The first and third parameters can each be
3~lecte d , at which time they are displayed with an
"array modification tool." The system uses pop up
Inenus when modifications of the scalar types is
attempted .
The system has also been integrated into
DIMAGE - a prototype imaging system developed at
UC Davis developed for the testi ng of CAD/ Rendering
algorithms. Nearly all data in the system h as a
graphical represe ntation . The system co ntains a fram e
buffer for color images .
The ray tracing tool panel (Figure 6), illustrates
the selection mechanism of the system. The user may
select and display and of the t hree items in the data
set . The Light Source Inform ation is not contained on
a file , but is defined with the parameter list , thus only
its type is displayed .
Figllre 7 illustrates the CAD swe ep display tool
panel of OIMAGE. The s pine item has been se lected.
The panel for the B-Spline data type is auto matically
displayed in both textual and graph ical format . Th e
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GEOlRN - Generete Geometric

Tren'f~tIOfl

Ground Control POint Dete

Coefficients

I deltagcp I

Output Ground Control Point Deto

I deltLtemp.gcp 1

Tronsformot'lan Coefficient Deto

I rotlltlon.ltd I
bill ..... 1

Trensformotian Type
Accuracy
Error ThreshhalCS

Ray Tracing Tool
List of Spheres
Cemero Description
Light Source Info

st_d

Spheres.sph
Plnhal'.com I
ARRAY of LIGHTS I

I 0 I

Figure 5: GEOTRN Panel

Figure 6a: Ray Tracing Tool Panel

user may manipulate the control points of the
graphical display, or may elect to have the spline data
displayed textually. The system will all more than one
• representation of the same data set, and will
communicate all changes between the displays.

•• Conclusion
. We have described a User-Interface tool
management system that is designed to interface with
a Problem Solving Environment. This system,
constructed under a single underlying display
abstraction , the panel, results in an interface
environment that is simply defined , simple for the user
to control and expandable in its capabilities. It gives a
separation of the tools that relate to the display and
modification of data, and the application tools that use
the data, It allows the system designer to con figure a
PSE about a number of small tools, and to combine
these tools to represent high-level abstractions of data
items. The system is capable of displaying and
interacting with data ·through both textual and
graphical means, and can display concurrent panels
represe nting the same data in different formats.
Future work with this system includes the further
refinement of our graphical format, full integration of
the syste m in to a large scale imaging system, and
integration of the system into several specialized
CAE / CAD environments.
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